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determine if a point in space is within range of body

motion. An algorithm for tracing workspace boundary is
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The software, developed in Microsoft QuickC, has

three main parts: (1) a module for searching the

workspace contours and recording the contour points, (2)

a plotting program for presentation of the workspace on

the screen, (3) a module to determine ranges of roll,

pitch and yaw for specified foot positions. The plotting

program shows four views of the workspace, including
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projection.

Body range of motion for a representative set of foot
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discussed.
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RANGE OF MOTION OF BEETLE BODY AS A FUNCTION OF

FOOT POSITIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Definition of Workspace

In industrial robotics, workspace is the volume of

space which the end-effector of a manipulator can reach.

There are two basic workspace definitions: (1) The

dexterous workspace is the volume of space which the robot

end-effector can reach with all orientations; and (2) the

reachable workspace is the volume of space which the robot

can reach in at least one orientation. At every point in

the dexterous workspace, the end-effector can be

arbitrarily oriented. Thus, dexterous workspace is a

subset of reachable workspace. This study is concerned

with the reachable workspace of a parallel connection

manipulator, a walking machine.

1.2. Why Study the Range of Body Motion for Fixed Foot

Positions?

Range of body motion is the reachable workspace of

the body with feet fixed on the ground. That is, the
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volume of space which the body of a walking machine can

reach in for a set of fixed foot positions.

Study of the range of body motion for fixed foot

positions originated from current interest in the

capabilities of walking machines. Walking machines, or

legged vehicles, have certain advantages over wheeled or

tracked vehicles. They are capable of travelling in

difficult terrains, climbing steep inclines, traversing

narrow beams and maneuvering around obstacles. These

advantages make them useful in hazardous environments, the

maintenance of space stations and underwater structures.

Other advantages include better fuel efficiency and, in

comparison to wheeled or tracked vehicles, the

minimization of ground damage (Song and Waldron 1989).

Legs of walking machines may also be used as secondary

arms for gripping or digging, or as counter weights to

restore an overturned body to its feet (Todd 1985). These

advantages have provided reason for recent interest in the

study of the capabilities of walking machines.

The nature of the workspace is an important factor in

the design of walking machines. For example, to safely

perform a given task, the desired path must be confined to

a planned workspace, often in coordination with other

robots. The definition of the workspace determines

whether the walking machine will be able to negotiate

given obstacles. In addition, appropriate knowledge of

the workspace can be used to maximize linear or angular
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velocity, or to minimize power or stress.

In this study, workspace of the body of a walking

machine is investigated for various fixed foot positions.

The workspace of the body is defined as range of motion of

mass center of the body.

1.3. Why was Darkling Beetle Chosen?

The ability of animals to move over widely varying

terrain has been a source of inspiration for walking

machine research. With their multi-segmented, articulated

legs, vertebrates and arthropods are the only candidates

for biological research in legged locomotion (Pedley 1977,

Gewecke and Wendler 1985). Vertebrates have internal

skeletons and sophisticated nervous systems. Arthropods,

including insects, spiders, crabs and lobsters, however,

have external skeletons and more simple nervous systems.

Arthropods, for more than 600 million years, have evolved

the ability to deal with a wide variety of terrains (i.e.,

spatially complex environments) (Fichter et al. 1987).

For walking machine research, selecting a sample

subject animal with locomotion confined to walking or

running would be an advantage. This assures that

successful walking is the primary evolutionary factor.

The darkling beetle, Eleodes obscure sulcipennis , has been selected

for this investigation because of its inability to fly or
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jump. Another reason for selecting this beetle is its

widespread availability. Darkling beetles are commonly

found in arid regions of the western USA. Besides having

a durable body, these beetles are easy to handle and

relatively large. Length of the body, from head to tail,

is approximately 30mm.

1.4. organization of the Study

This thesis divides the study of range of body motion

with fixed foot positions into five parts. The first

part, presented in Chapter 2, defines the coordinate

systems for the beetle, including its body and legs. The

Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) (Denavit & Hartenberg, 1955)

describes the linkage system of each leg.

Kinematic equations for the legs are derived in

Chapter 3. Analytical closed form inverse kinematic

solutions are determined for each leg (Craig 1986). A

closed form solution method is implemented for the

solution of the quartic equations to obtain the inverse

kinematic solutions.

Chapter 4 introduces an algorithm for tracing the

boundary of the range of body motion. The chapter

includes discussion of methods for the initial boundary

search, the detection of arbitrary closed loop contours,

and finding "sub-space" and "split-workspace". The
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algorithm developed by Mason (1956), Cordray (1957) and

Mason (1957) was used to trace the arbitrary closed loop

contours. In addition, the software developed for use

with this study is presented in this chapter.

Chapter 5 begins with a discussion of the selection

of foot positions. Symmetrical pairs of foot positions

are selected, based on the maximum leg stroke of the

beetle at 10mm body height. The ranges of body motion for

these foot positions are presented and discussed. Foot

positions for the alternating tripod gait are also used as

an example. In the final part of this chapter, the

effects of roll, pitch and yaw are considered.

The final chapter provides recommendations for

possible future subjects for investigation.
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2. COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR THE BEETLE

To derive the inverse kinematic equations for

determination of the workspace, coordinate systems for the

darkling beetle are first defined. Each leg of the beetle

is composed of five segments (Fig. 2.1). The first four

segments are joined by revolute joints and tibia and

tarsus are connected by a ball-and-socket joint. Since

the trochanter has very limited motion relative to the

femur, it is assumed to be fused to the femur. Thus, the

coxa-trochanter joint (Fig. 2.1) is referred to as the

coxa-femur joint. The tarsus is neglected since all of

its subsegments contact the ground during walking and it

does not affect the overall leg movement of the beetle.

Therefore, each leg of the darkling beetle consists of

three revolute joints in series, i.e., an RRR manipulator.

A coordinate system has been defined as a reference

system for the measurement of the kinematic parameters of

the beetle. The origin of this coordinate system (Mx,

mz) is at midpoint of the line segment connecting the

ventral articulations of the middle legs (Fig 2.1 and

2.2). The axis mx lies along this line segment positive to

the right side of the beetle; the axis my intersects the

line connecting the ventral articulations of the hind legs

positive toward the head of the beetle; and the axis mz is

in the positive gravity direction. The shape of the body,

including legs, is assumed to be symmetric about the My -
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trochan ter

Fig 2.1. Ventral view of a darkling beetle showing the

measuring and the body coordinate systems, segment

names and joint axes of the left middle leg.
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Fig 2.2. Perspective view of a darkling beetle showing the

measuring and the body coordinate systems, joint

axes of the left hind leg.
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mz plane. In addition, the body is assumed to be rigid

with uniform density.

Fig. 2.1 also shows the numbering system for the

beetle's leg. Coordinate systems for leg segments are

shown in Fig 2.3. Kinematic parameters with reference to

the measuring coordinate system were determined, using the

procedure described by Fichter et al. (1988). Tables 2.1-

-3 and 2.4--6 summarize the kinematic parameters for the

right and left legs respectively (Albright 1990).

z

03

tibia-tarsus
joint

Fig. 2.3. Coordinate Systems of the beetle's leg in D-H

description.
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Table 2.1. Kinematic parameters for right front leg.

Segment Link
Length
(mm)

Link
Twist
(deg)

Link
Offset
(mm)

Range of motion
(deg)

Body 3.38 -141.0 -1.32 101.2 to 101.2

Coxa 0.24 -100.4 -2.81 4.2 to 114.2

Femur 3.02 27.9 16.24 -89.8 to 20.2

Tibia 6.93 0.0 -13.19 -110.4 to 29.6

Table 2.2. Kinematic parameters for right middle leg.

Segment Link
Length
(mm)

Link
Twist
(deg)

Link
Offset
(mm)

Range of motion
(deg)

Body 0.21 -147.6 -2.27 81.2 to 81.2

Coxa 1.34 100.7 -3.47 46.8 to 161.8

Femur 4.58 -11.3 35.35 -24.8 to 85.2

Tibia 7.48 0.0 -35.29 -26.6 to 113.4

Table 2.3. Kinematic parameters for right hind leg.

Segment Link
Length
(mm)

Link
Twist
(deg)

Link
Offset
(mm)

Range of motion
(deg)

Body 1.98 136.4 -3.24 -121.1 to -121.1

Coxa 0.94 98.6 -5.57 -108.2 to -43.2

Femur 11.28 -12.6 4.93 -110.5 to 24.5

Tibia 10.35 0.0 -1.34 26.2 to 166.2
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Table 2.4. Kinematic parameters for left front leg.

Segment Link
Length
(m)

Link
Twist
(deg)

Link
Offset
(mm)

.

Range of motion
(deg)

Body 3.38 141.0 -1.32 78.8 to 78.8

Coxa 0.24 100.4 -2.81 -114.2 to -4.2

Femur 3.02 -27.9 16.24 -20.2 to 89.8

Tibia 6.93 0.0 -13.19 -29.6 to 110.4

Table 2.5. Kinematic parameters for left middle leg.

Segment Link
Length
(mm)

Link
Twist
(deg)

Link
Offset
(mm)

Range of motion
(deg)

Body 0.21 147.6 -2.27 98.8 to 98.8

Coxa 1.34 -100.7 -3.47 -161.8 to -46.8

Femur 4.58 11.3 37.35 -85.2 to 24.8

Tibia 7.48 0.0 -35.29 -113.4 to 26.6

Table 2.6. Kinematic parameters for left hind leg.

Segment Link
Length
(mm)

Link
Twist
(deg)

Link
Offset
(mm)

Range of motion
(deg)

Body 1.98 -136.4 -3.24 -58.9 to -58.9

Coxa 0.94 -98.6 -5.57 43.2 to 108.2

Femur 11.28 12.6 4.93 -24.5 to 110.5

Tibia 10.35 0.0 -1.34 -166.2 to -26.2
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The point of origin of the body coordinate system

(Fig. 2.3, Bx, By, 8z) is located at the center of mass of

the body of the beetle. The axes of this body coordinate

system are parallel to the measuring coordinate system.

The global coordinate system (Gx, Gy, Gz) can be located at

any point on the ground with Gz in the positive gravity

direction.

The axes of body-coxa, coxa-femur, and femur-tibia

joints are represented by z1, z2 and z3 respectively. A

coordinate system "0" (Fig. 2.3, xo, y0, zo) is introduced

between the measuring coordinate system and body-coxa

coordinate system to apply D-H notation. Introduction of

frame "C" (cx, cy, cz) between the "0" and "1" coordinate

systems simplifies the derivation of inverse kinematic

equations. This will be further discussed in the

following chapter.
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3. DERIVATION OF INVERSE KINEMATIC EQUATIONS

Inverse kinematic equations are essential for

computation of angular displacement of joints, from

position of end-effector in Cartesian coordinates. These

results are compared to range of motion of joints, thus

allowing determination of whether or not the end-effector

position is reachable.

For robotic systems, most kinematic equations are

highly nonlinear and coupled. Therefore, a numerical

approach is commonly applied to obtain the inverse

kinematic solutions. However, because of their iterative

nature, numerical solution methods are generally much

slower than the corresponding closed form solution method.

For this reason, the closed form solution method has been

used for this study.

For a given set of foot positions, membership of a

specific body position in the range of motion is

established by solving the inverse kinematic equations for

all six legs. These results are then compared with the

range of motion of the respective joints. If and only if

a satisfactory comparison is achieved can the body

position be said to be within the range of body motion for

the fixed foot positions. In this study, all six legs are

RRR manipulator with the same inverse kinematic equations.

Kinematic parameters for each leg are substituted when

solving the equations.
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Motion of the arthropod body in space has six degree

of freedom: three rotations and three translations. The

relationship between coordinate systems can be described

by homogeneous transformation matrix. The transformation

from global to body coordinate system is

GTB = Trans(x,y,z) Rot(Gy,02) Rot(Gx,01) Rot(Gz,03)

0" 02 and 03 are the orientation angles of the body about

Gx, G y and Gz axes, respectively. These orientations are

generally referred as pitch, roll and yaw respectively.

Let MdB be the position vector of the mass center of

the body with respect to the measuring coordinate system.

Then, the matrix used to transform from body coordinate

system to measuring coordinate system is

1 0 0 dx

mTB =
0 1 0 dr

0 0 1 dz

0 0 0 1

where md = d
X
me + d

Y
me

Y
+ d

z
me

z
and me's are unit vectors

of the measuring coordinate system. Due to the symmetry

of the beetle body, dx is zero for all cases.

The general form of the homogeneous transformation
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matrix for each

1986) is

link in terms of D-H parameters (Craig

cOi -sei 0 a1-1

Set Cai_i CO i Ca1.1 -Sa1
-1

-Sa.
1-1

d.
1

Ti =
Set Saj_i Cei Saj_i Ca1.1 Cai_i di

0 0 0 1

where

i = 0, 1, 2, 3

cei = cos Oi

sOi = Sin ei

1
Ca1 . = Cos a.

Sal = Sin a.

a.
1
= the distance from z. to z 0 measured along x1

a1 = the angle between zi and zio measured about xi

di = the distance from x1.1 to xi measured along z1

ei = the angle between x1_1 and xi measured about zi

"-I." reference coordinate is equivalent to the measuring

coordinate system "M". From Fig. 2.3, 00 is a constant

value. Therefore, the only unknowns are the joint angles

01, 02 and 03'

Coordinates of the center point of the tibia-tarsus

joint (Fig. 2.1) can be defined in two ways: GP4 is defined

from the global coordinate system and 3P4 is expressed from
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the "3" reference frame. The relation between the two is

Grn Gm Mm im 2m 3D GD
B '1 '2 "3 4 4

However, the above transformation equation can be

simplified by introducing a frame "C" between the It 0 II

(3.1)

and

"1" coordinate systems. This separates the variable 01

from the constant values, a
of

a
o
and d

1,
in the

transformation matrix 01'1. This provides a newly defined

frame (Fig. 2.3) which allows the equation to be written

as

where

Om Cm
± 1 'C

°Tc = Rot (x, ao) Trans (x, ao) Trans ( z , )

CTi = Rot ( ,

Then, equation (3.1) can be rewritten as

and

Cp4 0 M G

To TM TB TG P4

CD Cm 1 m 2m 3D
4 1 2 '3 4

(3.2)

(3.3)

These equations provide the kinematic equations of a

leg. The right side of equation (3.2) is known; expanding



it gives coordinates of the tibia-tarsus joint, the foot

position, in frame "C"

Where

17

CP4x = (C00 R1 + SO0 R4) GP4x (C00 R2 + SO0 R5) GP4y

+ (CO0 R3 + SO0 R6) GP4z (ceo X' + soo Y' + q1)

(3.4)

cP4y = (-S00 Cao R1 + C00 Cao R4 + Sao R7) GP4x

+ (-SO0 Cao R2 + CO0 Cao R5 + Sao R8) GP4y

+ (-Seo Cao R3 + CO0 Cao R6 + Sao R9) 01)4z

+ (-S00 Cao X' + CO0 Cao Y' + Sao Z' + q2)

GP4z = (S9° Sao R1 - COo Sao R4 + Cao R7) GP4x

+ (S00 Sao R2 CO0 Sao R5 + Cao R8) GP4y

+ (S00 Sao R3 CO0 Sao R6 + Cao R9) GP4z

+ (SO0 Sao X' - C00 Sao Y' + Cao Z' + q3)

= S00 dy - ao

g2 = Coo Cao dy + Sao dz - Sao do

q3 = - CO0 Sao dy + Cao dz - Cao do - di

R1 = Ccp2 Ccp3 + Scpi scp2 ScP3

R2 = CCP1 ScP3

R3 = ScP2 CO3 + SCP1 CCP2 SCP3

R4 = CcP2 ScP3 + ScP1 SO2 Ccb3

R5 = CO1 CcP3

(3.5)

(3.6)



R6 = ScP2 Sck3 Scb1 Ci;b2 CO3

R7 = Ccts1 SO2

R8 = S

R9 = CO1 Cck2

X' = R1 XB R2 Y8 R3 ZB

Y = R4 XB R5 Y8 R6 ZB

Z' = R7 XB R8 YB R9 ZB

By expanding and rearranging, equation (3.3) can be

reduced to three nonlinear scalar equations with three

unknowns: 81, 82 and 83 (Baek 1990, Cimino and Pennock

1986).

where

E1 CO1 E
2
SO1 = cP4x

E1 SO1 E
2

CO1 = CP4y

D
11

SO3 + D12 CO3 = F1

E
1
= SO2 ._ Ca 3P -CO22 3PCO33 4x SA3

2 4x

SO2

+ SO2

E2 = SO2

S83

CO2

+ CO2

+ CO2

CO2 SO3 3P4y

18



and

D
11

= C62 Sa1 Ca2 3P4x + Ca1 Sa2 3P4x - SO2 Sa1 3P4y

D12 = SO2 Sa1 3P
4x

+ CO2 Sal Ca2 3P4y + Ca1 Sa
2

3P4y

F
1
= CP4z - Cal Ca

2
3P4z + CO2 Sal Sa

2
3P4z - SO2 Sal a

2

+ CO2 Sal Sat d3 - Cal Ca2 d3 - Cal d2

19

Equations (3.7) and (3.8) represent a circle and equation

(3.9), independent from el, is a quartic curve (Baek 1990).

The three equations can be squared, summed and simplified.

The result is

where

and

D21 SO3 + D22 CO3 = F2

D21 = 2 (Sa2 d2 3P4x - SO2 Ca2 al 3P4x CO2 al 3P4y

a2 3P4y)

Dn = 2 (Sa2 d2 3P4y + CO2 a1 3P4x SO2 Ca2 al 3P4y

4. az 3P4x)

(3.10)

F CD 2 + Cp 2 + Cp 2 3D 2 3D 2 3D 2 d 2 d 2
2 4x 4y 4z 4x 4y 4z 2 3

- a12 -a22 - 2 (Ca2 d2 d3 + Ca2 d2 3P4z + SO
2

+ CO2 a1 a2 + SO2 Sa2 a1 3P4z d3 3P4z)

From equations (3.9) and (3.10), sin 03 and cos 03 can be

written as



where

Se3 =
13

( 22 F1 - D12 F2 ) / Det
-

CO3 = ( D11 F2 - D21 F1 ) / Det

Det = D
11

D
22

- D12 D
21

Since 5032 + C032 = 1, the above equation can be simplified

and expressed as a function of 02 only.

where

and

Al2 + A22 = Det2

Al = J1 S02 + J2 CO2 + J3

A2 =K1 S62 + K2 CO2 + K3

Ji = G6 149 147 G8 H4 G9 H5

= G7 H4 + G9 H6 - G5 H7 + G6 H8

= G9 H4 - G6 H7 + G8 H5 + G4

= G8 H1 + G9 H2 - G2 H7 - G3 H9

K2 = G1 H7 - G3 H8 - G7 Hi + G9

= Gi H7 - G9 H1 + G2 11[9 - G8 H2

in addition,

G
1
= Sa

1
Ca

2 3P4x

G2 = Sal 3F '4y

(3.13)
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G3 = Ca1 Sa2

G4 = Sal 3P4x

3
P4x

G5 = Sa1 Ca2 3P4y

G6 = Ca1 Sa 2 3P4y

G7 = Sa1 Sa2 (d3 + 3p4x)

G8 = Sa1 a2

G9 = Ca Cat2 ( d3CP4z 3P4x) -Cal d2

H1 = 2 (Sa2 d2 3P4x - a2 3P4y)

H2 = 2 Ca 2 a1 3P
4x

H3 = 2 a1 3P4y

H4 = 2 (Sa2
d2 3P4y + a2 3P4x)

H5 = 2 Ca
2 a1 3P4y

H6 = 2 a1 3P4x

H Cp 2 ± CP Cp 2 3p 2 3p 2 3p 2 - d22 - d 327 4x 4z 4x 4y 4z

2- a
1

- a 22 - 2 (Ca2 d2 d3 + Ca2 d2

H8 = 2 a1 a2

H9 = 2 a1 Sa2 (d3 3134z)

4z + d3 3P4z)
3P

Equation (3.13) can be rearranged with respect to 02.

After simplification, the equation is

N1 CO22 + N2 5e 22 + N3 CO2 SO2 + N4 CO2 + N5 SO2 + N6 = 0

(3.14)

where



N2 = J
1
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Applying Sin202 = 1 - Cos202, equation (3.14) can be further

simplified in terms of CO2.

where

y4 .1. y3 + b y2 .4_ 4. d

y = Cos 02

a = ( 2 (N1 - N2) N4 + 2 N3 N5 ] / e

b = [ 2 (N1 - N2) (N2 + N6) N32 + N42 + N52
)

/

c = [ 2 N4 ( N2 + N6) ''' 2 N3 N5 ] / e

d = [ (N2 + N6) 2 - N52 ] / e

e = - 2 + N32

The resolvent cubic equation of equation (3.15) is as

follow (Beyer 1984)

(3.15)



where

X3 p x2 + q x + r = 0

p = - b

q=ac- 4 d

r = - a2 d + 4 b d - c2
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(3.16)

Hence, solution for the quartic equation (3.15) can be

obtained by applying Cardano's solution for equation

(3.16). The possible solutions of equation (3.15) can be

all real, all complex or a combination of both. The real

solutions of y, i.e. Cos 02, are substituted into equation

(3.14) to calculate the values of Sin 02. Then, 02 is

given by

02 = Atan2 (Sin 02, Cos 82)

After 02 is obtained, Sin 03 and Cos 83 can be solved by

substituting 02 into equation (3.11) and (3.12),

respectively. Hence, 03 can be determined by

03 = Atan2 (Sin 03, Cos 03)

Once 02 and 03 are known, El and E2 in equations (3.7) and

(3.8) can be computed. This leads to the solving of Sin 01

and Cos 01 in the two equations. Therefore, 01 can be
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determined by

el = Atan2 (Sin el, cos el)

More than one set of joint angles may be obtained

from the calculation discussed above. However, only one

valid set of the solution will be selected for further

consideration. The selection criteria is based on the

ranges of joint displacement. That is

(01).i. 5 01 (01)max (3.17)

(e2) min < 62 5 (02) max
(3.18)

(63)min 5 03 5 (03)max (3.19)

If the leg parameters, foot positions and body

position of the beetle are known, the joint angles (01, 02,

03) for each leg can be calculated. By comparing these

results to the joint displacement ranges shown in

equations (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19), it can be determined

whether the assumed body position is within the range of

body motion. To have the body position within the

workspace, joint angles for all six legs must satisfy

these criteria for the appropriate leg.
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4. ALGORITHM FOR FINDING WORKSPACE

4.1. Introduction

Workspace, the range of body motion with fixed foot

positions, can be obtained by solving the kinematic

equations. To specify body workspace for a set of

predefined foot positions, the workspace is first contour

mapped. However, the kinematic equations are normally

nonlinear and coupled. Thus, the functional form for the

workspace boundaries can not be easily obtained. This

causes difficulty to map the workspace from joint space to

three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates. To determine the

workspace in Cartesian coordinates, the space is first

divided into layers parallel to the x-y plane at equal

intervals. The solution then becomes a planar problem of

searching boundaries for each of these layers.

This study applies the algorithm developed by Mason

(1956, 1957) and Cordray (1957) for closed loop, contour

searching. This method was developed to obtain pictorial

information about the spacing and orientation of atoms and

molecules in a crystal. A two dimensional space is

divided with vertical and horizontal lines and a searching

algorithm is applied to choose grid points nearest to the

desired curve. Fichter (1986) also used this method to

determine range of motion for a Stewart Platform.
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4.2. Initial Detection of Boundary

Prior to initiation of the contour search, a point on

the boundary must be located. The centroid of the foot

positions in the x-y plane can be found if the coordinates

of the foot positions are given. The workspace contour

will always cross a line passing through this centroid and

parallel to the y-axis. If the foot positions are defined

symmetrically about By, the y-axis of the body coordinate

system, the centroid will lie on By. Therefore, the

initial boundary search is performed between two points

along this line. The two points are defined as the

maximum and minimum y-coordinate values, ymx and ymin,

respectively, among the foot positions. Searching for the

boundary is initiated at ymin, and moves toward Ymax at equal

intervals.

A variable, SOL, is set to "0" if no solution exists;

otherwise, SOL is set to "1". If SOL changes from "1" to

"0" or "0" to "1" within the limits, the workspace

boundary has been crossed and the search for contour

points can begin. If no solution is present throughout

the intervals between the limits, the workspace does not

intersect this plane and the search is repeated at another

layer of z. However, if SOL is "1" throughout the

intervals, a workspace is present and the search is

continued until SOL becomes "0". The change indicates a

workspace boundary has been crossed. Thus, the search for
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a closed loop contour can be initiated.

4.3. Searching of Workspace Boundary

To begin the search, a square is imagined at the

boundary. The size of each side of this square is equal

to interval size used in the initial boundary search. The

two points on opposite sides of the boundary, determined

in the initial boundary search, are assigned numbers 1 and

4 and form one side of the square. The remaining two

corners of the square are numbered 2 and 3 so that the

points are in clockwise numerical order around the square.

The contour can enter the square grid from either top,

bottom, left or right, and the edges are numbered as shown

in Fig. 4.1.

3 2

Fig. 4.1. Contour grid entry point options.
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Next, the coordinates of point 2 or 3 are computed.

To determine the coordinates of the points, the following

rules can be applied.

1. If x1 =

then y2

x4 and yi

= y1, y3

> y4,

= y4, x2 = x1 + dx, x3 = x4 + dx

2.

3.

4.

If x1 =

then y2

If yi =

then x2

If yi =

then x2

x4 and yi

= yi , y3

y4 and xi

= X1 , X3

y4 and x1

= xl, x3

< y4,

= y4,

> x4,

= X4,

< x4,

= x4,

x2

y2

y2

= x1

= y1

= y1

- dx,

dy,

+ dy,

X3

y3

y3

=

=

=

X4

y4

y4

dx

dy

+ dy

where xi and y1 are, respectively, the x- and y-coordinates

of point i. Also, dx and dy are, respectively, the sizes

of the grid in x and y directions. A square grid is

indicated as dx = dy.

To minimize the computation of unwanted points, a

variable, S, is assigned as either "0" or "1" (Cordray

1957). S is arbitrary to begin, but is generally

determined by the location at which the boundary crossed

the previous square: S is "1" if the boundary crossed the

previous square on side 3-4; S is "0" if the boundary

crossed the previous square on side 1-2; S remains
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unchanged if the boundary has crossed side 2-3. The

coordinates of the selected point, dependent upon whether

S is "1" or "0", are then substituted into the kinematic

equations to check for the presence of a solution. The

location at which boundary has crossed the square can be

found if the values of SOL are different at the two edges

of the side. For more precise results, interpolation

between the two points of the square is carried out. The

results of which are the x- and y-coordinates of the

contour points on the layer. The same procedure is

repeated until the search returns to its point of

initiation. A flow chart of this procedure is shown in

Fig. 4.2.



art Contour Searct)

I
8 - '0' or '1'

Compute Coordinates for 2 & 3

Solve Kinematic Eq'n

For Point 2

YES

Solve Kinematic Eq'n

For Point 3
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inrCootour

Solve Kinematic Eq'n

For Point 3

YES

Solve Kinematic Eq'n

For Point 2

1 -> 1; 2 --> 4

3 (- '0'

t

2 -> 1; 3 -, 4
8 Unchanged

3 -) 1; 4 -)
8 <- '1'

4

Interpolate Coordinates of

Point On The Contour

I

Fig. 4.2. Flow chart for arbitrary contour search

procedure.
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4.4. Searching of Sub-space

A sub-space, which is not within the range of motion

of the beetle's body, may be present within the workspace.

This sub-space must be determined to obtain an actually

complete workspace. To find the boundary of this sub-

space, the entire workspace area is divided into square

meshes. Searching for the sub-space boundaries is

performed by substituting the coordinates of the

meshpoints into the kinematic equations. Since the search

is carried out within the workspace, the sub-space exists

if no solution is found at any of the meshpoints. The

algorithm for the contour search can then be used to

determine the contour of this sub-space. Fig. 4.3

illustrates an example where a sub-space exists.

Fig. 4.3. Example of the existence of sub-space.
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4.5. Searching for Split-workspace

A "split-workspace" (Fig 4.4) may also be present.

For a complete workspace, both parts of the workspace must

be found. To determine the existence of a split-

workspace, a boundary search outside of the determined

workspace must be conducted. The search is initiated at a

point along the line passing through the centroid of the

foot positions. However, the y-coordinate of the starting

point is beyond the maximum y-coordinate of the contour

point along the same line, and the ending point will be

ymm, as previously defined. If no solution is found during

the search, split-workspace is not present within the

searched layer. If a boundary is determined, the closed

loop contour searching algorithm is then used to trace the

contour of the second workspace.

Fig. 4.4. Example of split-workspace.
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4.6. Development of Software

The number of iterations used to interpolate the

contour point coordinates affects the accuracy of results.

While a greater number of iterations will result in

increased accuracy, the additional iterations also slow

down the searching process. The size of the grid square

also contributes to the accuracy of the results. A fine

grid size will improve accuracy at the cost of longer

processing time requirements, whereas a coarse grid size

saves time while sacrificing accuracy. This is

particularly true when the contour contains sharp corners.

Thus, for contours with small curvature, larger grid size

may be used and the contour points can be accurately

interpolated. On the other hand, smaller grid size may be

used for contours with large curvature to improve

accuracy. However, the software developed in this study

uses a constant grid size of 0.1mm, which was determined

to provide reasonably accurate results.

To summarize the method of determining workspace, a

flow chart showing an overview of the process is shown in

Fig. 4.5.

At this point, given the workspace searching

algorithm and the kinematic equations derived in Chapter

3, the contour points can be determined. A computer

program, written in Microsoft QuickC, was developed to

perform this task. Program inputs include foot positions
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(Start Search-)

I
Silo. Space Into Layers
Parallel To x-y Plane

1
Determine Centrold Of Foot

Positions In x-y Plane

YEN

Initial Boundary Search

NO

1130 to next laye
a

1

Cross Boundary

NO

YES

EndEitsch

YIN

Find Workspace Contour 1s

IFind Contour of 'Split Workspace'

'Find Contour of 'Sub-Spaoe*
via

Chock for emotion
of 'Split-workspace'

NO

Check for presence
of 'Sub-space'

Fig. 4.5. Flow chart showing an overview of the

process in finding workspace.
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and leg parameters of the darkling beetle, and the output

file contains the x-, y- and z-coordinates of the contour

points. The output file generated with the program can

serve as an input data file for commercial software to

plot the workspace. The program also includes a graphics

display which presents four screen views of the workspace:

front, top, and side views, and a view with user specified

rotation angles about the y and z axes (axonometric

projection). The program consists of four modules. Each

module can serve as a separate program for carrying out

individual task. A program flow chart is included in the

appendix.

The first module includes a routine for finding roots

of quartic equations in which the coefficients of the

quartic equations are the input parameters. As noted in

Chapter 3, the closed form solution method is used to

solve the equation. Since only real roots are necessary

for the kinematic equations, imaginary roots are ignored.

However, complex variables are not neglected during the

computation process.

Solving the kinematic equations is the task of the

second module. Input parameters are the foot positions,

leg parameters and the body position of the beetle. These

parameters are substituted into the kinematic equations.

Then, in conjunction with the first module, the routine

solves for joint angles (01, 02, 03).

The third module is a routine for searching the
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workspace contour points. The routine reads in the

heights of the body to be searched. For each search

point, inverse kinematic solutions are obtained for all

six beetle legs. If a point is within the range of body

motion, the routine writes the x-, y- and z-coordinates of

the point to a data file.

A graphics display routine is also included to show

workspace on the screen in the four previously described

views. The user can display all four views on one screen,

or only one of the views. This routine reads in the data

from the output file obtained from the search routine. It

can also be used to display any contour, as long as the

data file is arranged in the required format.
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The software program developed for this study is

capable of determining workspace at any given height of

beetle's body. However, the process of finding a

workspace at all possible heights is time consuming and of

questionable utility. Therefore, this chapter is confined

to a discussion of the range of body motion at the normal

resting height of the beetle, which is approximately 10mm

above the ground (Bz = 10mm). To improve understanding of

the effect of changes in body height upon the range of

body motion, this chapter will also consider the results

at 2mm below and above the normal resting height, that is,

Bz at 8mm and 12mm. Discussion is initially limited to

body motion without roll, pitch or yaw. This discussion

will be followed by consideration of the effect of foot

positions on roll, pitch and yaw.

An infinity of combinations of front, middle and hind

foot positions can be used to study the effect of changes

in foot positions on the range of body motion. Therefore,

selecting foot positions for study is a critical issue.

Only foot positions symmetrical about By, the y-axis of the

body coordinate system (Fig. 2.1) are considered. This is

similar to the normal standing position.

When body moves in a forward direction, the best line

of motion of feet, one which provides maximum leg stroke,

is along lines parallel to By. At a body height of 10mm,
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Baek (1990) found that these lines are at 7mm, 9mm and 8mm

from the body center for the front, middle and hind feet

respectively. Selecting points at the middle of the

maximum leg stroke provides a set of foot positions which

reflect the most freedom of leg movement when the body is

10mm above the ground. Therefore, it is hypothesized that

the body has largest range of motion with the feet fixed

at these positions. Other foot positions are chosen half

way between these mid-points and the extremes of the range

of motion along the presumed leg stroke. This makes a

total of three points for each of the six feet. Fig. 5.1

indicates all of the selected foot positions.

Twenty-seven combinations of these foot positions are

possible. However, eight of the positions are repeated.

Since it is abnormal for the middle feet of a live beetle

to cross over its front feet, an additional three

positions are discarded. Therefore, for the purposes of

this discussion, sixteen foot positions at three different

body heights are considered.
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F : positions of the front feet.

M : positions of the middle feet.

H : positions of the hind feet.

Circled letter : middle of maximum strokes for foot.

Fig. 5.1. The selected foot positions.
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Figs. 5.2--5.4 show the workspace contours for various

foot positions, at the three selected heights. The ranges

of body motion shown are determined with roll, pitch and

yaw all zero. In these figures the dots represent the

positions of the feet. The workspace contours in these

figures are arranged to provide a comprehensive view of

changes in range of body motion relative to changes in

foot positions. In these figures, hind feet step backward

in the negative By direction from left to right in each

row; the front feet step forward in the positive By

direction from top to bottom in each column; and the

middle feet step forward in the positive By direction,

moving diagonally upward from left to right.
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From Figs. 5.2--5.4, certain observations can be made:

1. A change in the positions of the middle feet has

less effect on the pattern and size of the range

of body motion than changes in position of other

feet. This is especially true when the front and

hind feet are farthest apart and closest together.

2. For same set of foot positions, the area of the

workspace is seemingly greatest when the body is

10mm above the ground. This confirms the initial

selection of normal resting height as the basis

for discussion. The arthropod prefers to rest at

a height which provides the greatest freedom of

movement, a reasonable choice for an animal which

may need to escape or wants to explore its

surrounding using minimum energy.

3. For all three heights, area of workspace is

seemingly the largest when feet are positioned at

the middle of the maximum leg stroke (marked with

asterisk). The workspace area shrinks most

dramatically as the front and/or hind feet move

away from this position.

4. When the body is 12mm above the ground, Bz = 12mm,

workspace is more symmetrical about a line

parallel to Bx than at other heights.

5. The maximum movement of the body is along the By

axis for nearly all sets of foot positions and

heights. This is reasonable since most movement
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is in the forward direction.

6. It can be readily noted that the workspace is

symmetrical about the y-axis. This is because the

foot positions selected are symmetrical about the

By axis.

Fig. 5.5 shows the maximum moving distances (in mm) of

the body along the By axis, including measurements of the

three selected heights in one block. For the purposes of

comparison of foot positions, the blocks are arranged in

the same manner described for Figs. 5.2--5.4. From this

figure, it may be observed that the greatest maximum

movement occurs when the feet are positioned at the middle

of the maximum leg stroke (marked with asterisk). The

movement is also largest when the body is 10mm above the

ground.

Fig. 5.6, shows the maximum body movement in the Bx

direction. From this figure, three observations can be

made: (1) The body movement in the Bx direction decreases

or remains the same as the hind feet step backward and/or

the front feet step forward; (2) Moving middle feet has no

significant effect on the body movement; and (3) Body

movement is greatest at 10mm body height.
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Fig. 5.5. Maximum movement of the body along the By axis

(in mm).
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A special foot position case, the alternating tripod,

a common position when the beetle walks, is also

considered. The arrangement of the foot positions is

shown in Fig 5.7, where the right-front, left-middle and

right hind feet have stepped forward.

Fig. 5.8 presents the workspace contours of the body

with feet in the alternating tripod positions. The figure

includes contours for the three selected heights, 8, 10

and 12mm. The right portion of the workspace has a

greater area than the left portion, giving the side which

will next carry the load the largest range of motion.

Moreover, lOmm body height provides the largest workspace

area, once again confirming the working hypothesis

considered in this chapter.
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F : Positions of the front feet.

M : Positions of the middle feet.

H : Positions of the hind feet.

Fig. 5.7. Foot positions for the alternating tripod.
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B Z = 8mm

Bz = 10mm

B Z = 12mm

IN 0

Fig. 5.8. Range of body motion for alternating tripod at

three different body heights.
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To this point, discussion has been based upon the

assumption that the arthropod's body does not roll, pitch

or yaw. Study of the effect of foot positions on ranges

of roll, pitch and yaw may be useful in the design of

walking machines. Thus, this study includes the results

of ranges of roll, pitch and yaw, independently, for

various foot positions. Combinations of roll, pitch and

yaw are not considered here. The search for the ranges

covers the entire space, divided into grid squares of 2mm.

However, only a few examples are considered in this

discussion.

A typical example is the set of foot positions where

all feet are located at the mid-range of the maximum leg

stroke. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the mid-points and

ranges, in degree, of roll at various points in the x-y

planes of the three selected heights. Similar tables for

pitch and yaw are shown, respectively, in Tables 5.3 and

5.4 and Tables 5.5 and 5.6.

Since the foot positions are symmetrical about the By

axis, it was anticipated that the ranges of roll, pitch

and yaw would be symmetrical about the same axis. Thus,

the values, which were found and included in the tables,

are confined to the left side of the beetle's body.
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Table 5.1. Mid-points of roll, rotation about y-axis,

for feet positioned at mid-range of maximum

leg stroke.

T
BZ

= 8firn Bz = 10mm B-z = 12rmi

--- --- --- --
1 0

5 0 --- -17 -10 0 0

4 -37 -22 -11 0 -17 -10 0 --- -11 -3 0

2 -35 -19 -7 0 -21 -16 -10 0 -7 -3 0

0 -32 -18 -6 0 -21 -15 -9 0 --- -7 -4 0

-2 -31 -16 -4 0 -20 -15 -8 0 --- -7 -3 0

-4 -30 -17 -5 0 -14 -6 0 0

-6 --- -17 -8 0 -13 -6 0 0

0 0 --- --- ---

X -6 -4 I -2 0 I -6 -4 -2 0 -6 -4 -2 0

Table 5.2. Ranges of roll, rotation about y-axis, for

feet positioned at mid-range of maximum leg

stroke.

BZ
= 8Rn I

BZ
= 10Rn

BZ = 12rra

2 --- --- --- ---

8 34 --- --- --- 30

6 4 18 --- 28 42 46 --- 34 38

4 12 26 44 54 --- 36 50 54 --- 12 40 42

2 20 32 44 54 24 42 54 58 --- 32 44 46

0 22 34 46 54 28 44 56 62 --- 36 46 50

-2 28 38 50 54 30 48 62 66 --- 36 48 50

-4 30 44 56 62 --- 50 62 70 --- --- 50 54

-6 --- 52 66 78 --- 48 66 74 --- --- 40 54

-8 --- --- 32 42 --- --- -11 0

X -6 -4 I -2 0 -6 -4 -2 0 -6 -4 -2 0
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Table 5.5. Mid-points of yaw, rotation about z-axis,

for feet positioned at mid-range of maximum

leg stroke.

Y
sz = Egain BZ

= 10mn
BZ

= 12nvn

I

10 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 0 --- --- --- - --

8 --- --- --- --- --- 5 0 --- --- --- 0

6 --- 15 7 0 4 6 0 --- --- 0 0

4 --- 13 7 0 --- 7 6 0 --- -3 3 0

2 --- 15 8 0 --- 8 7 0 --- -2 2 0

0 14 8 0 --- 7 7 0 --- -3 1 0

-2 --- 10 8 0 4 6 0 --- -7 -5 0

-4 --- 6 3 0 --- -3 0 0 --- -13 -8 0

-6 --- 2 0 0 --- -4 0 0 --- --- -10 0

-8 --- --- -1 0 --- --- -1 0 --- --- --- 0

-10 0 ___ --- ---

X -6 I -4 I -2 0 I -6 -4 -2 0 -6 -4 -2 0

Table 5.6. Ranges of yaw, rotation about z-axis, for

feet positioned at mid-range of maximum leg

stroke.

Y
Bz &rim BZ = WINO BZ = 12on

10 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 2 --- --- --- - --

8 --- --- --- --- --- 16 18 --- --- --- 22

6 --- 8 12 10 --- 6 22 22 --- --- 18 30

4 --- 20 24 26 --- 16 30 30 4 28 38

2 --- 28 30 30 --- 22 36 38 --- 10 38 46

0 --- 26 38 42 --- 24 48 50 --- 16 44 58

-2 --- 22 46 50 26 54 62 --- 20 48 74

-4 22 48 62 --- 28 54 70 --- 16 42 58

-6 --- 22 34 38 --- 14 38 58 --- 26 38

-8 --- --- 12 18 --- --- 16 34 --- --- --- 2

-10 --- --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- - --

X -6 -4 I -2 0 -6 -4 -2 0 -6 -4 -2 0 I
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From these tables, it may be observed that the

absolute values of the mid-points of roll, pitch and yaw,

at all three heights, generally increase as the body

moving away from the center of the range of motion in the

x direction. Convex curves are formed by these values for

roll, pitch and yaw when looking along the By, Bx or Bz

direction, respectively. This was expected since the same

observation can be made from the study of live beetles.

The negative pitch towards the head of the beetle allows

it to eat and the positive pitch at the rear allows it to

mate.

As expected, the mid-points of roll along By (Bx = 0)

are zeros. This is because of the symmetry of the foot

positions about the By axis. The same results were

obtained for the case of yaw. However, the results for

pitch differ since pitch is a rotation of body about Bx-

axis, and the foot-positions are not symmetrical about

this axis.

The beetle has the largest ranges for roll, pitch and

yaw when it is 10mm above the ground. This offers further

confirmation that the body has most freedom of movement at

this height.

Fig. 5.9. shows the representations of roll, pitch and

yaw. These representations will be used later to

illustrate ranges of the respective orientation. Range of

pitch is represented by two small circles around the test

point with zero angle horizontal and to the right. Ranges
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for roll and yaw are marked respectively, by two small

diamonds and asterisks. Zero roll or yaw is shown by

either the diamond or asterisk lies along the vertical

line and in the positive y-direction.

Fig. 5.10 illustrates the ranges of body motion, roll,

pitch and yaw for the foot positions showed for 8mm body

height. The foot positions are represented by the

darkened square dots. Similar figures for 10mm and 12mm

body heights are provided in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12,

respectively. Some of the points tested for roll, pitch

and yaw are shown in these figures.

Negative yaw By Zero yaw

io

---Positive roll

0

Zero roll Zero pitch

0

ax

,

Negative pitch

Fig. 5.9. Representation of ranges of pitch, roll and

yaw.
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Fig. 5.10. Ranges of body motion, roll, pitch and yaw at

8mm body height.
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Fig. 5.11. Ranges of body motion, roll, pitch and yaw at

10mm body height.
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Fig. 5.12. Ranges of body motion, roll, pitch and yaw at

12mm body height.

Fig. 5.12. Ranges of body motion, roll, pitch and yaw at

12mm body height.

4.
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6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

Investigation of range of body motion for fixed foot

positions is still under development, and a number of

aspects in this area of study require further attention.

This chapter includes recommendations for future study of

selected areas related to the subject of the current

investigation.

The software developed uses a constant grid size for

tracing the workspace. As mentioned in chapter 4,

determination of grid size can be made dependent on the

curvature of the workspace contours. This will shorten

the processing time without sacrificing accuracy.

The arthropod parameters used for this study were

taken directly from the measurement of a dead beetle.

Changing any of these parameters, such as the leg segments

or the range of joint displacement (01, 02, 03), would

certainly affect the range of body motion. Examination of

the effect of changes in these parameters would be helpful

in the design of future walking machines.

Additional sets of foot positions should be subjected

to further study. The current investigation is based upon

only symmetrically placed of feet. It would be useful to

examine non-symmetrical foot positions. In this case,

selection of foot positions may originate from the

positions of feet at the transition stage of the walking

process.
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In motion, the beetle may lift one or more feet at

the same time. Consequently, it would be useful to study

body range of motion with fewer feet on the ground.

This study examined the effect of roll, pitch and yaw

independently. In reality, a combination of the three is

more likely for either a live beetle or walking machine.

Thus, further study of the range of body motion subjected

to combinations of roll, pitch and yaw is recommended.

Finally, the darkling beetle is the selected sample

subject used for the current investigation. Other

arthropods could be considered for future study.
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APPENDIX

FLOW CHART, SOFTWARE FOR FINDING RANGES OF MOTION

FOR FIXED FOOT POSITIONS.

The software prepared for this study consists of

three main functions. First function is to search and

record the contour points of the workspace. The ranges of

roll, pitch and yaw may be found with the second function.

The final function includes the ability to display the

workspace. The workspace can be displayed in four views,

one each of the front, top, and, sides, and user-specified

view of the rotation angles about the y- and z-axes.

This appendix contains the flow chart for the

software. Fig. A.1 illustrates the main program, from

which the user chooses a specific function. Fig. A.2 is a

flow chart for the searching program. The flow chart for

searching ranges of roll, pitch and yaw is illustrated in

Fig. A.3. Fig. A.4 shows the workspace displaying

function. The flow chart for determining the existence of

solution, by solving the inverse kinematic equations, is

illustrated in Fig. A.5. Finally, the closed form

solution method for the solution of quartic equations is

shown in Fig. A.6.a-e.
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Fig. A.1. Flow chart illustrating the main program.
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Fig. A.2. Flow chart showing the workspace searching sub-

routine.
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Fig. A.3. Flow chart illustrating the search of ranges of

roll, pitch and yaw.
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Fig. A.4. Flow chart for the workspace displaying

routine.
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Fig. A.5. Flow chart for solving the inverse kinematic

equations.
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Fig. A.6.a. Flow chart for solving quartic equations.
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Fig. A.6.b. Flow chart for solving quartic equations.
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Fig. A.6.c. Flow chart for solving quartic equations.
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Fig. A.6.d. Flow chart for solving quartic equations.
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Fig. A.6.e. Flow chart for solving quartic equations.


